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Introduction
BlockChain Technology is a brilliant innovation on the internet. Traditionally, a server stores all
types of data in a centralized place, which is subject to major security risks. The developers of
BlockChain technology established a system that disperses the data storage across computers
around the globe. The security of this system is unparalleled, which is why the CollieDOGE
development team decided to build a currency that runs on a BlockChain network. The CollieDOGE
token is unlike anything else the BlockChain world has ever seen. Through the development of
new technology and marketing, CollieDOGE will become the future currency on earth. This
WhitePaper will convey the clear and concise vision for the CollieDOGE token,
the story, the additional technology that the development team of
CollieDOGE will bring, the specific distribution of the token
and a detailed timeline / roadmap of the project.

About CollieDOGE

CollieDOGE was developed by
an experienced team
composed of entrepreneurs,
dApp developers, marketers,
charitable leaders, and
financial experts. It is the
perfect mix of business and
charity with a clear and
concise roadmap to disrupting
the world of Cryptocurrency.

The token was designed to support
large volumes of investors and
generate healthy returns for
participants. Each trade also
automatically adds liquidity on
Pancakeswap leading to an everincreasing price floor of
CollieDOGE. This means that even
if every single CollieDOGE holder
sells, the price will not go to zero.

CollieDOGE story
There's an old joke in the sport of dogs about a man who was
thinking of sending his Border Collie to a well-respected
handler for some training. The punch line being, of course,
that the man should leave the dog at home and go himself.
Ironically, therein lies more truth than was intended. Border
Collies have been bred for hundreds of years with a single
goal in mind: improved herding ability. Because of this, they
are high-drive, high-energy dogs that move faster than the
speed of gossip. Unmatched in brains, instinct, and
endurance, they can do just about anything—and do it
superbly. Someone once said they are so smart they can pick
your pockets clean and leave you smiling about it. Picking
pockets may be a good side gig, but their day job is "premier
sheepdog." They are the working stiffs of the herding world,
and they live it morning til night.

Why CollieDOGE?
CollieDOGE solves three major problems in the current market of
currency: CollieDOGE has much faster transactional speeds in
comparison to Bitcoin. It cannot be hacked or stolen through
cyber attacks, and it is completely managed by computers,
thereby eliminating the possibility for human error. In addition to
these major technological improvements, it is optimal for
investors and is specifically designed to bring holders a return
on their initial investment. Additionally, investors will gain
tokens over time just by holding CollieDOGE. Lastly, the team
behind CollieDOGE is working hard every day to improve
technology and bring new holders
to the token.

Distribution & Tokenomics
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Distribution & Tokenomics
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Conclusion
CollieDoge is ready to impact animals all over the world! With an experienced team,
through the development of new technology and marketing, CollieDOGE will become
the future currency on earth. The journey will be filled with wins and losses, but loyal
members will see a significant return on their investment

